As enterprises pay more and more attention to environmental issues, the green supply chain management (GSCM) mode has been extensively utilized to guarantee profit and sustainable development. Green supplier selection (GSS), which is a key segment of GSCM, has been investigated to put forward plenty of GSS approaches. At present, enterprises prefer to construct the large-scale teams of decision makers to obtain the more reasonable ranking results during GSS process. However, the existing methods pay little attention to the large-scale GSS procedure. To investigate the GSS issue with a large-scale group of decision makers, a new GSS approach under a q-rung interval-valued orthopair fuzzy environment is developed. The q-rung interval-valued orthopair fuzzy numbers are introduced to describe the evaluation information of green suppliers. Combined with a clustering approach and several clustering principles, the large-scale decision makers are divided into several subgroups. Next, the similarity measures between the evaluation matrices are computed to determine the weights of subgroups, and the collective evaluation information can be obtained using the q-rung interval-valued orthopair fuzzy aggregation operator. According to the weighted entropy measure, the weights of criteria are calculated; then, the q-rung interval-valued orthopair fuzzy multi-objective optimization on the basis of ratio analysis plus the full multiplicative form (q-RIVOF-MULTIMOORA) method is constructed to determine the best green supplier. At last, a practical GSS example is applied to show the feasibility of the proposed approach, and the sensitivity and comparative analyses indicate that for the large-scale GSS issues, the proposed approach can obtain the more robust and reasonable ranking results.
Introduction
At present, the environmental protection issues have been widely concerned by global professions and trades, especially in the developing countries. Many laws and regulations have been issued by governments to restrict the enterprises' behaviors of damaging the environment; on the other hand, consumers are paying more and more attention to the environmental factor when they choose from different enterprises [1] . Under the pressures of government and consumers, most enterprises have changed their development mode from pursing profits blindly to synergistic development of benefits and environmental protection issues [2] . Consequently, the green supply chain management (GSCM) mode has been utilized to promote the environmental performance of enterprises during the management procedures of supply chains [3] [4] [5] [6] . As a critical link of supply chains, green suppliers 2. Literature Reviews
GSS Approaches
During the past decades, due to the complexity of the GSS issues in practice, many fuzzy MCDM approaches have been introduced into the research field of improving the GSS process, including analytic hierarchy process (AHP), technique for order preference by similarity to ideal solution (TOPSIS), ViseKriterijumska Optimizacija I Kompromisno Resenje (VIKOR), and so on. For example, Deshmukh and Sunnapwar [32] utilized the triangular fuzzy numbers to replace the crisp numbers during the pairwise evaluation of green suppliers; then, the fuzzy AHP approach was proposed to determine the ranking. Dobos and Vörösmarty [33, 34] improved the environmental performance of suppliers according to the data envelopment analysis (DEA) model. Govindan et al. [35] improved the Simos procedure to calculate the criteria weights and applied the preference ranking organization method for enrichment evaluation (PROMETHEE) approach to rank green suppliers. Mati'c et al. [36] developed a hybrid GSS method based on the rough complex proportional assessment (COPRAS) method and the rough Dombi aggregator to evaluate green suppliers.
Besides, the weight vector of criteria also plays a critical role in determining the best green supplier. Many scholars utilized the existing weighting methods to compute the weights of criteria, which include the best-worst method (BWM), AHP, entropy weighting method, analytical network process (ANP), and so on; hence, many integrated GSS approach have been developed. For instance, combined with the BWM and alternative queuing method (AQM), Liu et al. [37] computed the weights of criteria and constructed the GSS approach under an interval-valued intuitionistic uncertain linguistic environment. Similarly, Yucesan et al. [38] utilized the BWM to calculate the criteria weights and developed the TOPSIS method based on an interval type-2 fuzzy set to rank green suppliers. In consideration of the subjective and objective elements, the AHP and entropy approaches were utilized to compute the comprehensive criteria weights; then, the entropy, elimination and choice expressing the reality III (ELECTRE III) approach was introduced to determine the best green supplier for the TFT-LCD industry [39] . In addition, Abdel-Baset et al. [40] applied triangular neutrosophic numbers to evaluate green suppliers and ranked them using an integrated MCDM method, which is composed of the ANP and VIKOR methods. Considering the interactions between the criteria, Hashemi et al. [41] calculated the weights of criteria by ANP method and determined the best green supplier using an improved grey relational analysis (GRA) approach. Similarly, combined with a synthetic method based on the decision-making trial and evaluation laboratory (DEMATEL) and ANP approaches, Kuo et al. [42] determined the criteria weights and solved the GSS issues with the VIKOR approach.
During the evaluation process of GSS, the evaluation behaviors of decision makers may be bounded rationally; hence, to deal with this situation, the TODIM (TOmada de Decisao Interativa e Multicritevio) method, which was developed according to prospect theory, was introduced to select green suppliers by many scholars [12, 43] . Furthermore, to investigate the advantages of GSS approaches based on different MCDM methods, Banaeian et al. [15] and Rashidi and Cullinane [44] discussed the performance of different GSS approaches, which include approaches according to DEA, TOPSIS, VIKOR, and GRA methods.
Q-RIVOFS
In practice, the evaluation information is difficult to be characterized by crisp numbers accurately; decision makers may come from diverse professional backgrounds; they are likely to give the uncertain and fuzzy evaluation information. Therefore, since the fuzzy set theory was put forward by Zadeh [45] , its generalized forms, i.e., triangular fuzzy set, type-2 fuzzy set, and interval type-2 fuzzy set, have been extensively utilized to evaluate green suppliers [16, 32, 46] . Nevertheless, the aforementioned generalized fuzzy sets only express the membership levels of decision makers, thus some practical evaluation information cannot be described by them; for instance, when one expert evaluates a viewpoint, he/she may think the correct probability is 0.7, and the error probability is 0.2. To overcome this limitation, the non-membership function was introduced to define the concept of an intuitionistic fuzzy set (IFS) [47] ; later, the interval-valued intuitionistic fuzzy set (IVIFS) was proposed [48] . However, once the uncertainty of decision makers increases to a certain level, in which they want to expand the range of evaluation information; then, IFS cannot deal with this situation. For example, the expert above may express the correct and error probabilities as 0.7 and 0.4, respectively. Therefore, Yager [49] relaxed the range of membership and non-membership levels to propose the Pythagorean fuzzy set (PFS); next, PFS was extended to develop the interval-valued Pythagorean fuzzy set (IVPFS) theory [50] . To further expand the range of evaluation information, Yager [18] put forward the q-ROFS based on IFS and PFS, which allows the expert above to give the correct and error probabilities as 0.8 and 0.7, respectively. Thus, the space of acceptable orthopairs produced by IFS, PFS, and q-ROFS can be investigated as presented in Figure 1 . According to the q-ROFS and interval numbers, Wang et al. [23] proposed the q-RIVOFS to construct a new GSS approach; unfortunately, the approach ignored the situations of the large-scale decision makers and the non-consensus evaluation information.
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Large-Scale GDM Problems
With the increasing importance of environmental issues in enterprises, enterprises pay more and more attention to determine the best green supplier during the GSCM process. Hence, enterprises will refer to more and more decision makers' evaluations of green suppliers. On the other hand, the non-consensus evaluation information may be given by individual decision makers, thus how to weaken its impact on the ranking result is an important issue. At present, many scholars have made efforts to propose large-scale GDM methods in different fields. For instance, Xu et al. [25] proposed an approach to manage the minority opinions and non-cooperative behaviors of decision makers and constructed an iterative-based consensus model to determine the best choice during the large-group emergency decision making procedure. Considering the multigranular linguistic scales utilized by the large-scale decision makers, Zhang et al. [51] normalized the different linguistic evaluation information to develop a novel large-scale GDM method. Palomares et al. [52] put forward an iterative consensus reaching algorithm to deal with the large-scale GDM issues, while the weights of decision makers with non-cooperative behaviors were penalized. Later, Liu et al. [53] utilized the consensus level to calculate the objective weights of participants during the large-scale GDM process. Wu and Xu [26] constructed a large-scale GDM approach under hesitant fuzzy environment, in which the clusters were allowed to change. To explore the effect of different classical consensus approaches during the large-scale GDM scenario, Labella et al. [54] made a comparative analysis between them to conclude several challenges of the classical consensus reaching processes. Unfortunately, little attention has been paid to the large-group GSS issues under q-RIVOF environment.
Preliminaries
In this section, several basic definitions of q-RIVOFS are recalled briefly. In addition, the Minkowski distance measure of q-RIVOFS is constructed, which will play an important role in this study.
Q-RIVOFS
According to IFS and PFS, Yager [18] developed the concept of q-ROFS to relax the decision makers' evaluation environment. Later, Joshi et al. [22] , and Wang et al. [23] utilized the interval numbers to improve the q-ROFS, and the q-RIVOFS theory was proposed. Definition 1 ([22,24] ). Let X be a non-empty and finite set, a q-RIVOFS Q on X is given as:
where the interval numbers µ
indicate the positive and negative membership levels of the element x ∈ X to Q, respectively, which meet the condition
represents the indeterminacy membership level of the element x ∈ X to Q. For the convenience of research, we call a = (
To better apply the q-RIVOFS theory to practical decision-making issues, Wang et al. [23] investigated the operations and comparison method of different q-RIVOFNs in detail.
be three q-RIVOFNs, λ > 0, a c is the complementary q-RIVOFN of a; then
) be a q-RIVOFN, then its score and accuracy functions can be defined, respectively, as follows:
be two q-RIVOFNs, then
(1) If s(a 1 ) < s(a 2 ), then a 1 < a 2 ;
(2) If s(a 1 ) = s(a 2 ), then:
if h(a 1 ) = h(a 2 ), then a 1 = a 2 .
Distance Measure of q-RIVOFS
Inspired by the literature [55, 56] , we can put forward the Minkowski distance measure between different q-RIVOFNs, and several particular distance measures reduced from the Minkowski distance are presented.
be two q-RIVOFNs, afterwards the Minkowski distance between them is given by:
When p = 1, the Minkowski distance between a 1 and a 2 can be reduced to the Hamming distance as
When p = 2, the Minkowski distance between a 1 and a 2 can be reduced to the Euclidean distance as
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When p → +∞ , the Minkowski distance between a 1 and a 2 can be reduced to the Chebyshev distance as
It can be easily proven that the Minkowski distance measure between different q-RIVOFNs above has the following properties.
and; we have then
The Q-rung Interval-Valued Orthopair Fuzzy Weighted Aggregation Operators
The aggregation operator is a key tool to fuse evaluation information; thus, we introduce the q-RIVOFWA and q-RIVOFWG operators [23] to aggregate the q-RIVOFNs, which will be utilized to construct the MULTIMOORA approach under q-RIVOF environment.
where w = (w 1 , w 2 , . . . , w n ) T is the weight vector of q-RIVOFNs, which satisfies the conditions of 0 ≤ w i ≤ 1 and n i=1 w i = 1. Combined with the operational laws of q-RIVOFNs, the aggregated value by using q-RIVOFWA operator is also a q-RIVOFN as q − RIVOFWA(a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a n ) =
. . , n) be a series of q-RIVOFNs; the q-RIVOFWG operator is a mapping Q n → Q as q − RIVOFWG(a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a n ) =
where w = (w 1 , w 2 , . . . , w n ) T is the weight vector of q-RIVOFNs, which satisfies the conditions of 0 ≤ w i ≤ 1 and n i=1 w i = 1. Combined with the operational laws of q-RIVOFNs, the aggregated value by using q-RIVOFWG operator is also a q-RIVOFN as q − RIVOFWG(a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a n ) =
The Proposed Large-Scale GSS Approach
With the increasing attention on the GSS issues, the scale of decision makers involved the decision-making process is also growing significantly in practice. In general, a GDM problem, in which the number of decision makers exceeds 20, can constitute a large-scale GDM issue [57, 58] . Hence, this paper aims to develop a novel approach for the large-scale GSS, which can be implemented by four processes; namely, the clustering process of large-scale decision makers, aggregation process of individual evaluation information, determination process of the criteria weights, and ranking process using the q-RIVOF-MULTIMOORA method. The visible flow diagram of the proposed large-scale GSS approach is shown in Figure 2 .
For a large-scale GSS issue, suppose that a large-scale group of decision makers DM k (k = 1, 2, . . . , l; l ≥ 20) evaluates a collection of green suppliers G i (i = 1, 2, . . . , m) concerning several criteria C j ( j = 1, 2, . . . , n) by using the linguistic terms. Consequently, the q-RIVOF evaluation matrices of decision makers F k = a k ij m×n can be obtained by transforming the linguistic terms into
For a large-scale GSS issue, suppose that a large-scale group of decision makers   
Clustering Process of Large-Scale Decision Makers
During the GDM process, the consensus level between decision makers is a critical factor to measure the rationality of the ranking result, especially when large-scale decision makers participate in the evaluation mission. In practice, decision makers may vary, with diverse backgrounds and 
During the GDM process, the consensus level between decision makers is a critical factor to measure the rationality of the ranking result, especially when large-scale decision makers participate in the evaluation mission. In practice, decision makers may vary, with diverse backgrounds and experiences, thus, the evaluation information that deviates from group opinions may be expressed by individual decision makers. Hence, we can introduce the clustering approach to determine the ranking result accepted by decision makers or enterprise. After the clustering analysis, several subgroups can be derived from the numerous evaluation information, in which the decision makers have similar opinions on the potential green suppliers. Subsequently, the evaluation information of subgroups can be utilized to complete the subsequent decision making, and the clustering analysis makes the following processes easier to handle, simultaneously.
Many clustering algorithms have been introduced to propose the large-scale GDM methods, which include the preference clustering approach [59] , hierarchical clustering approach [60] , and k-means algorithm [26] . Although these existing methods can deal with the large-scale evaluation information effectively, their operation processes are relatively complex, which will make the clustering process of large-scale decision makers more difficult to manage in the GSS problem. In contrast, the clustering approach based on the similarity measure is more appropriate to solve this situation due to its features of simplicity and effectiveness [61] . Therefore, we can develop the similarity measure Processes 2019, 7, 573 9 of 24 of q-RIVOFS to construct a novel clustering approach for implementing the clustering process in the large-scale GSS problem.
Step 1. Normalize the individual q-RIVOF evaluation matrices F k . During the GSS procedure, the criteria can be separated into the cost type and benefit type. Hence, before the clustering process, we should transform the evaluation information concerning different types of criteria into the unified form. Then, the individual evaluation matrices F k can be converted into the normalized q-RIVOF evaluation matrices Q k = a k ij m×n as
Step 2. Cluster the evaluation information into several subgroups. Inspired by the literature [61] , similarity measure is the basis of the clustering approach, thus, we define the similarity measure between different q-RIVOFNs as follows:
be two q-RIVOFNs, then the similarity measure between them can be defined by:
where d M (a 1 , a 2 ) is the Minkowski distance between q-RIVOFNs above. Furthermore, let Q 1 = a 1 ij m×n and Q 2 = a 2 ij m×n be two q-RIVOF evaluation matrices, then the similarity measure between them is given by:
Another important segment is how to determine an appropriate threshold, which can guide the large-scale decision makers to be separated into several subgroups. Based on the literature [ 
where SM Q s , Q t is the similarity measure between the normalized evaluation matrices Q s and Q t based on Definition 8. Subsequently, we can utilize the predefined clustering threshold λ λ ∈ [0, 1] to divide the evaluation matrices Q k into several subgroups S K (K = 1, 2, . . . , L), and the number of decision makers in subgroup S K is assumed as l K . To determine a more reasonable ranking, three principles should be followed during the clustering process, which include:
(1) Whether SM Q s , Q t ≥ λ, then the evaluation matrices Q s and Q t are classified into the same subgroup;
(2) It must be guaranteed that at least three subgroups of evaluation information are maintained, in which the extreme case of two opposite subgroups exist can be avoided;
(3) The number of decision makers in each subgroup should exceed one; otherwise, the single decision maker is advised to withdraw from the evaluation of green suppliers [59] .
Aggregation Process of Individual Evaluation Information
Since the large-scale evaluation information is clustered into several subgroups, the next issue is to obtain a collective q-RIVOF evaluation matrix of green suppliers, which can be implemented by two steps. First, the evaluation information in the same subgroup should be aggregated to obtain the subgroup q-RIVOF evaluation matrix; then, we can determine the collective q-RIVOF evaluation matrix of green suppliers combined with the subgroup evaluation matrices and the weights of subgroups.
Step 3. Obtain the subgroup evaluation matrices R K For the decision makers in the same subgroup S K , the similarity level between them is relatively high. Thus, each decision maker in the subgroup S K can be regarded as equally important. Hence, we can assume the weight vector of decision makers in the subgroup S K as w K = (1/l K , 1/l K , . . . , 1/l K ) T and utilize the q-RIVOFWA operator to aggregate their evaluation information; subsequently, the subgroup evaluation matrices R K = r K ij m×n can be obtained from
Step 4. Calculate the weights of subgroups Before the aggregation of the subgroup evaluation matrices R K , we should determine the weight vector of subgroups. According to the literature [63, 64] , the consensus level between decision makers is a critical factor in measuring the rationality of ranking result in GDM process, and a ranking with a high consensus level is more desirable. Therefore, we can utilize the consensus degree to compute the weight vector of subgroups; i.e., the larger the similarity measure between a subgroup with the other subgroups, the larger the weights of the subgroup. Then, the weights of subgroups can be determined as
Step 5. Obtain the collective evaluation matrix R c Once the subgroup evaluation matrices R K and the weights of subgroups λ K are obtained, we can utilize the q-RIVOFWA operator to determine the collective evaluation matrix R c = r c ij m×n
Determination Process of the Criteria Weights
The weights of criteria also play a key role in ranking green suppliers. Thus, we construct the weighted entropy measure of q-RIVOFNs to obtain the weight vector of criteria. Inspired by the literature [65] , we put forward the entropy measure of q-RIVOFN as in the following.
) be a q-RIVOFN, then the entropy measure of a, i.e., ε(a) can be given by
where d M (a, a c ) is the Minkowski distance between the q-RIVOFN a and its complementary q-RIVOFN.
Subsequently, the weighted entropy measure of q-RIVOFNs can be developed.
Definition 10. Let A = {a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a n } be a set of q-RIVOFNs and ε a j ( j = 1, 2, . . . , n) be the entropy measure of a j , thus
is called the weighted entropy measure of set A = {a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a n }, where w j are the weights of q-RIVOFNs and satisfy the conditions of 0 ≤ w j ≤ 1 and n j=1 w j = 1.
According to the definitions above, the weights of criteria can be computed objectively during the GSS process.
Step 6. Compute the overall weighted entropy, concerning different criteria Combined with the weights of subgroups and the subgroup evaluation matrices, the overall weighted entropy concerning different criteria can be computed by
Step 7. Obtain the weights of criteria According to the entropy theory, once the weighted entropy value with respect to a criteria is smaller across the potential green suppliers, a larger weight should be assigned to the criteria [30] ; i.e., the smaller the value of E C j , the larger weight the criteria C j . Hence, the weights of criteria can be determined by
Ranking Process Using the q-RIVOF-MULTIMOORA Approach
The traditional MULTIMOORA approach is composed of the ratio system, the reference point approach, and the full multiplicative form, and is a powerful tool to obtain a ranking with strong robustness. To determine the best green supplier, we construct the improved MULTIMOORA approach under the q-RIVOF environment, in which the q-RIVOFWA and q-RIVOFWG operators are introduced to implement the ratio system and reference point approach, respectively, and the weighted Chebyshev distance of q-RIVOFNs is utilized in the improved reference point approach. Hence, the MULTIMOORA approach can be improved to adapt to the q-RIVOF environment, and the weights of criteria are also highlighted during the ranking process. Consequently, the q-RIVOF-MULTIMOORA approach can be implemented by the following steps:
Step 8. The q-RIVOF ratio system Combined with the collective evaluation matrix R c and the weights of criteria w j , the comprehensive utilities of green supplier G i with respect to all the criteria can be computed by
Obviously, the comprehensive utilities of green suppliers y * (G i ) are the q-RIVOFNs; thus, we can compare the values of them to rank green suppliers. The larger the score value of y * (G i ), the higher the ranking of green supplier G i .
Step 9. The q-RIVOF reference point approach The Minkowski measure [66] can be introduced to calculate the distance between the collective evaluation information of green suppliers concerning each criterion and the positive reference point r * = ([1, 1], [0, 0]) as follows:
According to the literature [27] , the robustness of the decision making problems, by Minkowski measurement, increases by enhancing the value of γ, thus we set γ → ∞ , the distance above is reduced to the Chebyshev distance as
Subsequently, considering the weights of criteria w j , the weighted Chebyshev distance between the collective evaluation information of green suppliers concerning each criterion, and the positive reference point can be obtained as in the following:
Accordingly, the smaller the weighted Chebyshev distance d(r * , G i ), the higher the ranking of green supplier G i .
Step 10. The q-RIVOF full multiplicative form Similar to the q-RIVOF ratio system, the multiplicative utilities of green supplier G i with respect to all the criteria can be computed by
Hence, we can compare the values of multiplicative utilities U * (G i ) to determine the ranking of green suppliers; the larger the score value of U * (G i ), the higher the ranking of green supplier G i .
Step 11. Determine the final ranking according to the dominance theory Since the three rankings of green suppliers are obtained by the q-RIVOF ratio system, the q-RIVOF reference point approach, and the q-RIVOF full multiplicative form, the final ranking result can be determined combined with the dominance theory [31] .
Case Study
To investigate the feasibility and superiority of the proposed large-scale GSS method, we introduce the numerical example explored in the literature [23] in this section. To reduce the CO 2 emissions during the production process for improving the environmental performance, a manufacturing enterprise plans to choose an appropriate supplier for cooperating. Considering the importance and complexity of this GSS issue, a large-scale group of decision makers DM k (k = 1, 2, . . . , 20) is constructed by the enterprise, and they evaluate five potential green suppliers G i (i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5) concerning four criteria C j ( j = 1, 2, 3, 4) . Namely, the product quality factor (C 1 ), i.e., the quality level of raw materials for production; the environmental factor (C 2 ), i.e., the environmental performance of raw materials for production; the delivery factor (C 3 ), i.e., the flexibility level in the delivery of raw materials for production; and the price factor (C 4 ), i.e., the price of raw materials for production, where C 4 is the cost type criteria, and the others are the benefit type criteria. The structure of determining the best green supplier in this numerical example is presented in Figure 3 . According to the literature [19, 29] , we can construct the relationships between linguistic terms and their corresponding q-RIVOFNs (q = 3) as shown in Table 1 . Twenty decision makers use the linguistic terms to evaluate green suppliers as presented in Table 2 ; then, the linguistic terms can be transformed into the evaluation matrices of green suppliers F k = a k ij 5×4
. It is remarkable that we utilize the Hamming distance (p = 1) between q-RIVOFNs reduced by Minkowski distance to implement the GSS process. Subsequently, the ranking of green suppliers can be determined by the proposed approach as in the following subsection.
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Implementation
Step 1. Normalize the individual q-RIVOF evaluation matrices F k . Because of the criteria C 4 is the cost type criteria, we can utilize the Equation (17) to obtain the normalized q-RIVOF evaluation matrices Q k = a k ij 5×4
.
Step 2. Cluster the evaluation information into several subgroups. According to the normalized evaluation matrices Q k , the similarity measures between them can be computed by Equation (19) . Then, the clustering threshold λ, which is used to divide the large-scale group of decision makers into several subgroups, can be obtained based on Equation (20) as λ = 0.8633. Combined with the principles during the clustering process, the large-scale decision makers can be divided into three subgroups as follows: It is worth noting that the evaluation information of decision makers DM 11 , DM 14 , DM 18 , and DM 20 is ignored during the subsequent decision making process due to the low similarity degrees between their evaluation information and that of other decision makers.
Step 3. Obtain the subgroup evaluation matrices R K Assume that decision makers in the subgroup S K are regarded as equally important, then the subgroup evaluation matrices R K = r K ij 5×4
(K = 1, 2, 3) can be obtained using the q-RIVOFWA operator, as presented in Tables 3-5 . Table 3 . Subgroup evaluation matrix R 1 . Step 4. Determine the weights of subgroups Since the subgroup evaluation matrices R K are obtained, we can compute the similarity degrees between them; then, the weights of subgroups can be calculated by Equation (22) as λ = (0.347, 0.330, 0.323) T .
Green Suppliers
Step 5. Obtain the collective evaluation matrix R c Combined with the subgroup evaluation matrices R K and weight vector of subgroups λ, the q-RIVOFWA operator is utilized to determine the collective evaluation matrix R c = r c ij 5×4
, as shown in Table 6 . Table 6 . Collective evaluation matrix.
Step 6. Compute the overall weighted entropy concerning different criteria We can utilize Equation (26) to compute the overall weighted entropy concerning different criteria as E(C 1 ) = 3.3402, E(C 2 ) = 3.4691, E(C 3 ) = 3.4849, E(C 4 ) = 2.8234.
Step 7. Determine the weights of criteria Combined with Equation (27), the weight vector of criteria is computed as w = (0.241, 0.223, 0.220, 0.316) T .
Step 8-11. Determine the final ranking of green suppliers According to Equations (28), (31) , and (32), the comprehensive utilities of green supplier G i with respect to all the criteria y * (G i ), the weighted Chebyshev distances between the collective evaluation information of green suppliers concerning each criteria and the positive reference point d(r * , G i ), and the multiplicative utilities of green supplier G i concerning all the criteria U * (G i ) can be calculated as presented in Table 7 . Once three rankings are obtained in the relevant steps of the q-RIVOF-MULTIMOORA method; the final ranking result can be determined using the dominance theory as presented in Table 8 . Table 7 . Ranking indexes of the q-rung interval-valued orthopair fuzzy multi-objective optimization on the basis of ratio analysis plus the full multiplicative form (q-RIVOF-MULTIMOORA) method. 
Sensitivity Analysis
To investigate the robustness of the proposed approach based on the q-RIVOF-MULTIMOORA method, we can implement the decision-making process of the aforementioned numerical example with several groups of criteria weight vectors, as presented in Table 9 . Obviously, the Exp.0 represents the weights of criteria obtained in the proposed approach, while each criterion is given a relatively large weight value in other examples, respectively. Subsequently, the different rankings of green suppliers with different weight vectors of criteria are illustrated in Figure 4 . relatively large weight value in other examples, respectively. Subsequently, the different rankings of green suppliers with different weight vectors of criteria are illustrated in Figure 4 . Table 9 . Weights of criteria in the sensitivity analysis. Figure 4 indicates that the ranking order of green supplier 2 G changes significantly from one to three in the Exp.1, which can be explained by the relatively large weight value of criteria 1 C and the outstanding evaluation information of green supplier 2 G concerning criteria 1 C . Besides, in other examples, the ranking orders of different alternatives almost remain unchanged, especially for the green suppliers 3 G , 4 G , and 5 G . Because of the ranking indexes obtained from the evaluation information of green suppliers 1 G and 2 G are very close, their ranking orders have changed slightly in some cases. Thus, the sensitivity analysis result shows that the proposed approach has a relatively strong robustness. On the other hand, the weights of criteria are proven to be a key factor during the GSS process, hence we should utilize the appropriate weighting method to calculate the criteria weights in practice. The criteria weights can be computed objectively using the weighting approach based on a weighted entropy measure in the proposed approach, which is a good choice Figure 4 indicates that the ranking order of green supplier G 2 changes significantly from one to three in the Exp.1, which can be explained by the relatively large weight value of criteria C 1 and the outstanding evaluation information of green supplier G 2 concerning criteria C 1 . Besides, in other examples, the ranking orders of different alternatives almost remain unchanged, especially for the green suppliers G 3 , G 4 , and G 5 . Because of the ranking indexes obtained from the evaluation information of green suppliers G 1 and G 2 are very close, their ranking orders have changed slightly in some cases. Thus, the sensitivity analysis result shows that the proposed approach has a relatively strong robustness. On the other hand, the weights of criteria are proven to be a key factor during the GSS process, hence we should utilize the appropriate weighting method to calculate the criteria weights in practice. The criteria weights can be computed objectively using the weighting approach based on a weighted entropy measure in the proposed approach, which is a good choice with the information of criteria weights being completely unknown.
Discussion
To further discuss the effectiveness of the proposed approach, several existing GSS methods developed in the literature are applied to carry out the same numerical example above, which include the method based on the q-rung interval-valued orthopair fuzzy weighted Hamy mean (q-RIVOFWHM) operator [23] , the method based on the q-rung interval-valued orthopair fuzzy weighted dual Hamy mean (q-RIVOFWDHM) operator [23] , and the intuitionistic fuzzy TOPSIS (IF-TOPSIS) based method [17] . It is worth noting that the existing approaches were all developed to solve the GSS issues without a large-scale group of decision makers; thus, twenty decision makers are assumed as equally important during the selection process of the existing approaches. In addition, the subjective weights of criteria in the IF-TOPSIS approach are assumed as w = (0.300, 0.200, 0.300, 0.200) T [23] . The different rankings obtained by the GSS methods are presented in Figure 5 . [23] . The different rankings obtained by the GSS methods are presented in Figure 5 . According to the literature [10, 11] , the GSS and order allocation issues can be solved by novel multi-objective programming models simultaneously, in which the solution time is an important index to measure the quality of different methods. However, both the proposed approach and the aforementioned existing GSS approaches regard the GSS process as a kind of MCDM issue, thus their solution procedures of the numerical example in this paper are all a scientific numerical calculation process, and the key factor affecting their solution time is the size of original data, which is different from the optimization problems. Combined with the Matlab software, the solution time of different GSS methods taken to obtain the ranking result is all about ten seconds. Obviously, the quality of the proposed approach and the existing GSS approaches cannot be judged according to their solution time; nevertheless, we can analyze the advantages and disadvantages of the proposed method by the ranking results in Figure 5 and the calculation processes of different GSS methods as in the following. Figure 5 indicates that the ranking obtained by the IF-TOPSIS approach is as same as that of the proposed approach, and the ranking orders of several green suppliers have changed slightly in the methods based on the q-RIVOFWHM and q-RIVOFWDHM operators. These inconsistent ranking results are mainly caused by two reasons: (1) The non-consensus evaluation information that deviates from the group evaluation information, i.e., the evaluation information given by decision makers 11 DM , 14 DM , 18 DM , and 20 DM , may be expressed inevitably when large-scale decision makers participate in the evaluation process. Then, the accuracy of the rankings will be reduced without ignoring or improving the non-consensus opinions in the methods based on the According to the literature [10, 11] , the GSS and order allocation issues can be solved by novel multi-objective programming models simultaneously, in which the solution time is an important index to measure the quality of different methods. However, both the proposed approach and the aforementioned existing GSS approaches regard the GSS process as a kind of MCDM issue, thus their solution procedures of the numerical example in this paper are all a scientific numerical calculation process, and the key factor affecting their solution time is the size of original data, which is different from the optimization problems. Combined with the Matlab software, the solution time of different GSS methods taken to obtain the ranking result is all about ten seconds. Obviously, the quality of the proposed approach and the existing GSS approaches cannot be judged according to their solution time; nevertheless, we can analyze the advantages and disadvantages of the proposed method by the ranking results in Figure 5 and the calculation processes of different GSS methods as in the following. Figure 5 indicates that the ranking obtained by the IF-TOPSIS approach is as same as that of the proposed approach, and the ranking orders of several green suppliers have changed slightly in the methods based on the q-RIVOFWHM and q-RIVOFWDHM operators. These inconsistent ranking results are mainly caused by two reasons: (1) The non-consensus evaluation information that deviates Processes 2019, 7, 573 20 of 24 from the group evaluation information, i.e., the evaluation information given by decision makers DM 11 , DM 14 , DM 18 , and DM 20 , may be expressed inevitably when large-scale decision makers participate in the evaluation process. Then, the accuracy of the rankings will be reduced without ignoring or improving the non-consensus opinions in the methods based on the q-RIVOFWHM and q-RIVOFWDHM operators, and (2) compared with the information fusion of the q-RIVOFWHM and q-RIVOFWDHM operators, ranking obtained by the proposed approach is determined according to three rankings of relevant steps in the q-RIVOF-MULTIMOORA method, which may also lead to different ranking results; however, the robustness of ranking is improved in the q-RIVOF-MULTIMOORA approach. Besides, although the ranking of green suppliers remains unchanged in the IF-TOPSIS approach, the GSS approach based on the IF-TOPSIS method still presents several limitations according to its calculation process. Similarly, the non-consensus opinions are not addressed in the IF-TOPSIS approach, which will affect the accuracy of ranking negatively. Furthermore, compared with q-RIVOFNs, the intuitionistic fuzzy numbers are less capable of expressing the fuzziness of evaluation information, and the evaluation freedom of decision makers is limited. However, considering the subjective and objective factors, the weights of criteria are determined comprehensively in the IF-TOPSIS approach, which is more flexible and reasonable than the weighting method in the proposed approach.
Based on the aforementioned analysis, several advantages of utilizing the proposed method to rank green suppliers are summarized as below.
(1) The q-RIVOFNs are introduced to evaluate green suppliers, which can not only represent the positive, negative, and indeterminacy membership levels of decision makers, simultaneously, but also relax the evaluation environment of decision makers. Furthermore, because of three degrees above are expressed by interval numbers, the uncertainty of evaluation information can be characterized effectively. (2) With the GSS issues becoming more and more complex, the scale of the decision maker team will become bigger and bigger. Considering the situation of large-scale decision makers participating in the evaluation mission, a clustering method with a deletetion mechanism is constructed to aggregate the evaluation information, which can reduce the negative impact of the non-consensus opinions on the ranking of green suppliers. (3) The q-RIVOFWA operator, the weighted Chebyshev distance of q-RIVOFNs, and the q-RIVOFWG operator are introduced to improve the ratio system, the reference point approach, and the full multiplicative form of MULTIMOORA approach, respectively. Subsequently, the q-RIVOF-MULTIMOORA approach is developed to rank green suppliers, in which the weight vector of criteria is highlighted during the ranking process, and the robustness of the ranking result is relatively strong.
Nevertheless, the proposed large-scale GSS method still has several drawbacks. In this paper, the relationship between different criteria is assumed as independent. In contrast, the interaction may exist between different criteria; thus, the proposed approach cannot solve the GSS issues under these situations. The weight vector of criteria is computed by weighted entropy weighting method, in which the subjective factor is ignored in the proposed approach. Furthermore, another important issue in GSCM, i.e., the order allocation [10, 11] issue, is not considered in this study.
Conclusions
With the increasing importance of green suppliers to enterprises, the scale of decision makers is also constantly increasing during the practical GSS procedure. To investigate the large-scale GSS problems, this paper develops a new large-scale GSS approach under a q-RIVOF environment. The q-RIVOFNs are introduced to evaluate green suppliers, in which the uncertainty and fuzziness of evaluation information can be expressed validly, and the range of decision makers' evaluation information is enlarged. Combined with the similarity measure of q-RIVOFNs and the clustering principles, a clustering method is developed to divide the large-scale decision makers into several subgroups, while the non-consensus opinions are ignored. Based on the consensus degrees of different subgroups, the weights of subgroups are computed; consequently, the collective evaluation information can be determined by the q-RIVOFWA operator. Next, the weights of criteria are determined using the weighted entropy weighting method. Later, the q-RIVOF-MULTIMOORA approach is constructed to rank green suppliers, in which the q-RIVOF ratio system, the q-RIVOF reference point approach, and the q-RIVOF full multiplicative form are improved by the q-RIVOFWA operator, the weighted Chebyshev distance of q-RIVOFNs, and the q-RIVOFWG operator, respectively. At last, a numerical example is presented to demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed approach. Furthermore, the advantages of utilizing the proposed approach to rank green suppliers are summarized, which include the uncertainty and fuzziness of evaluation information that can be further characterized, the large-scale GSS issue that can be solved effectively by ignoring the non-consensus evaluation information, and the robustness of the ranking result being improved to a certain extent.
In future research, the proposed GSS approach should be revised to solve the GSS issues that interactions or dependencies exist among the criteria, and the weight vector of criteria should be determined by considering the subjective and objective aspects of weight information. Furthermore, inspired by the literature [10, 11] , we should integrate the order allocation process into the proposed approach to implement the GSCM procedure more effectively.
